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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Del Bigtree, founder of “The Highwire” and the Informed Consent Action

Network (https://icandecide.org/), shares some of the recent lawsuits ICAN has won against the

National Institutes of Health and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

“I couldn't do the work that I do without Aaron Siri, the lawyer I teamed up with back at the

very end of 2016, just as I was starting my nonproCt,” Bigtree says.

“He's just been so dynamic. I would say he’s probably the most successful lawyer working

with our nonproCt ICAN in the medical freedom space, especially in this space of bringing

awareness to vaccines.

We've won lawsuits against the NIH, CDC, Health and Human Services — all the medical

regulatory agencies. We knew we would be moving into a new dimension when we took an

offensive position; when we stopped defending ourselves against the bills and the laws

that were coming at us, and started writing bills that beneCt us.”

A Win in Mississippi

For example, in 2023, ICAN won back the religious exemption from vaccinations in Mississippi that

had been gone since 1979. It was the Orst state in the union to lose the ability to opt out. In 2023,

Mississippians regained that choice.

“It was California that really got me into this Cght,” Bigtree says. “I was living in California

when they passed SB 277 and joined Mississippi and West Virginia ... As you know, the end

of the Crst rule of the Nuremberg Code, which is the voluntary consent of the patient, is

actually critical.

That transformed medicine as we know it. In the modern world, the Nuremberg Code was

to make sure that the patient always maintained control so that we never found ourselves

being experimented upon. So to watch these states, to watch President Biden mandate

vaccines on people, and say you can't go to work without a vaccination, is really terrifying.

It’s erasing probably the most important step in modern medicine, which is ensuring that

the patient is always in control of their destiny. And so that was really critical to us. Winning

that exemption back in Mississippi took years. It was actually quite fascinating. COVID

delivered the way forward on that actually.

COVID woke so many people up. Just the fact that only somewhere around 10% of the

people that are eligible for the booster shots are getting them ... means 90% have left the

CDC's recommendations. That's a huge, huge shift in consciousness in this country.

And of course you had at least 30% that never got the vaccine at all [despite] one of the

most incredible onslaughts of propaganda. The Biden administration said publicly they

spent $10 billion on advertising and using sitcoms and shows to brainwash us to get the

vaccine. I mean, changes in political systems have usually happened with less than 30% of

the driving force of the nation.”

COVID also forced courts to take a stand on religious rights. As explained by Bigtree, we saw

churches being shut down while big box stores, liquor stores and even strip clubs were allowed to

remain open. Court cases ensued, in which the courts concluded that wherever there is a secular

right, there must also be a religious right.

ICAN mirrored that argument in its Mississippi case and pointed to the medical exemption. If

people have the right to opt out of a vaccine program for medical reasons (which is a secular

reason), then people must also have the right to opt out for religious reasons.

“Where there's a secular reason, our constitution says there must be religious protection too,”

Bigtree says, and that’s how they won that case. “Without COVID, I'm not sure that precedence

would have been there,” he adds. This is also one of the reasons why Bigtree does not buy into the

idea that COVID went exactly as the globalists intended and they got us where they want us.

“I don't believe that's true. I think we caught them by surprise. And I think they made some

serious mistakes and allowed openings in the legal system by which we can take

advantage and really start to shift some of this authoritarian pressure around medical

decisions.”

In a project called “Free the Five,” ICAN is now working to regain the religious exemption to

vaccination in Connecticut, New York, California, West Virginia and Maine as well. Another

overarching theme of ICAN’s work is to eliminate any and all medical mandates in the U.S.

Other Important Wins

ICAN has also won cases against the U.S. Air Force and Army on behalf of soldiers who were being

kicked out for refusing the COVID shot. They also won a big case against airlines that were

mandating mask wearing. So, several precedences have now been set, which will make it all the

more di[cult for government to replicate what they did during the COVID pandemic.

“We have won these cases, showing that those were illegal actions by our government,”

Bigtree says. “In fact, we showed that the Biden mandate [for businesses with more than

100 employees] was illegal ... So it is going to be much harder for them to do this again ...

Recognize that you live in a nation where you're endowed your rights to life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness by God, not by the government. This is something that we really got to

get focused on, because I think people, and maybe the education system, have really

shifted the truth on us where we think that the government somehow gives us our rights.

They don't.”

ICAN also spent a fortune suing the FDA to release the data from the trials of the Moderna and

POzer COVID shots, as well as the CDC, which was refusing to release its V-Safe data. All of that is

now coming out thanks to Siri’s dogged efforts, and the data are devastating.
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Why Causation Cannot Be Proven

What people need to understand is that the system has been rigged in such a way that you cannot

prove causation. ICAN has proven, in court, that none of the childhood vaccines ever used a true

placebo group, which means you cannot establish causation.

“People don't get this. When someone says ‘I feel like my child's asthma is caused by the

vaccine,’ they'll always say, ‘Well, that's correlation, not causation.’ What people don't know

is the only way to establish causation, the only moment that can happen, is during that

placebo-based trial.

When they don't do that, it doesn't matter if 100 people die immediately after getting the

vaccine, they will state ‘correlation not causation’ because you don't have a control group to

point against. It could be obvious, but they're allowed that language.

And so they are avoiding doing the studies so that they never have to tell you that. But all

that being said, we were promised that the FDA, CDC would be very transparent [about the

COVID shots]. They knew they were rushing them to market without any long-term trials.

Now you and I both know they’ve never done a long-term trial on any of the vaccines, but

this is the Crst time anyone in the world really became aware of that because it was

happening right before their eyes. And they promised, ‘Oh, we're going to be transparent.’

But as soon as we started to say, OK, we would like to see all the trial data that the FDA

used to approve the EUA [emergency use authorization], they suddenly said they needed 75

years to collect all of that data and hand it over. So we fought them in court, and we

ultimately won ...

So, now we can hand all of that data to independent scientists around the world to start

seeing what happened inside of these trials. There's lots of great work coming from that

showing that death rates were much higher in the vaccine group than they ever led on.”

What the V-Safe Data Shows

ICAN also won its case against the CDC, which was ordered to release its V-Safe data. V-Safe was a

cellphone app that people who got the COVID shot could use to record side effects. As noted by

Bigtree, “that’s the closest you're ever going to get to a cohort study, because we know exactly how

many people were in the group.”

The problem with the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) and other post marketing

surveillance systems is that while you can see how many injuries and deaths there are, you do not

know how many got the shot, so you don’t know what the rate of injury or death is. With the V-Safe

data, we can make those calculations.

A little over 10 million people signed onto the V-Safe app and, of those, about 700,000 or 7%

reported seeking medical care after their shot. So, now we know that 7% of the population that

received the COVID shot required medical care.

Approximately 30% also reported being unable to perform daily functions, which is rather

staggering. As noted by Bigtree, that makes the COVID shot one of the most tragic and dangerous

vaccines ever made. But the reality is actually even worse than that.

“The CDC had played a trick on everybody,” Bigtree says. “We saw through FOIA that the

working group that was working on the V-safe app knew that what they should really be

looking at were the ‘adverse events of special interest’ — myocarditis, anaphylaxis, Bell's

palsy, strokes and blood clots.

Those were on the list, but they ended up not putting any of those questions on this app,

which shows you they were trying to avoid [Cnding out the truth about the rate of those side

effects]. Instead, they included an open box text Celd, that if it didn't Ct into your check-the-

box space, just write in what happened to you. There are over 7 million open box text Celds.

That means people had injuries going beyond what they were being asked about. We did

not [gain access to] that [data]. We got all the open-check-box Celds, but Aaron Siri has

gone a step further.

He stayed in court for a year and just won the case that the CDC is going to have to hand

over all 7 million open text Celds. We think that's where we're going to see people were

going to the hospital with chest pains and strokes and heart attacks.

I believe we may be about to see the smoking gun. So, that's a really, really big win. And I

think it may be the revelation needed to put an end to this entire conversation on whether

the COVID shots are safe.”

Is There Graphene in the Shots, and Do Viruses Exist?

Since their release, a number of theories have emerged about the COVID shots and their

mechanisms of harm. For example, many believe, and claim to have evidence, that there is

graphene in the shots that can act as a 5G antenna. I doubt this, and Bigtree agrees.

“One of the things we did was put it under a microscope,” he says. “We had over 100 vials

that we put through electron spectrometry [with pathologist Ryan Cole], and all I can say is,

out of the more than 100 doses ... there was no graphene oxide to be found.”

I also do not believe claims that there are no viruses, and neither does Bigtree. He comments:

“I have always said I'm open to a conversation. I offered a couple of the leading voices in

that sort of terrain theory, there is no virus space, the opportunity to come on my show. I

haven't even said this on the show, and I'm probably getting in trouble by saying this, but

they came to me and said, we will only come on your show to disprove germ theory. We are

not there to prove a theory of our own.

And I don't think people recognize that that's where this is at. They speak with such

authority, as though we've got evidence of terrain theory and exosomes ... But the truth is,

is they know there's not enough science to prove that. I am a skeptic and I will look at

anything. I'm open to having my mind changed. But you have to have evidence ...

But the point I want to make is that even if they can show that there's some other delivery

system, it’s not my hill. It's not what I'm guided by God to be a part of. I'm winning the

argument using their germ theory. Using germ theory, their vaccines are falling apart. I'm

beating them.

It's like we're in the Super Bowl and millions of people are watching worldwide. I'm playing

by their rules and winning. If I'm going to switch to some other theory, like ‘there are no

germs,’ then I have to move everybody to a different stadium. It’s a whole new universe.

I’ve then got a whole new set of rules and have to start all over again. And frankly, we don't

have time for that. We are in a dangerous, precarious moment where we're about to lose all

control over our bodies, our sovereignty in so many levels.”

Is Viral Shedding Real?

So, what about viral shedding? Can an unjabbed person actually get sick from close contact with a

jabbed individual? Here, the answer appears to be yes.  Bigtree comments:

“I just had Dr. Pierre Kory on my show, who speaks very clearly about this. You have these

studies where the parents got vaccinated, the children didn't get the vaccine, and the

children have the vaccinal antibodies. So they had the spike protein, but not the carrier, not

the rest of the virus ...

There's a question about what is actually happening there, but clearly, there's a transfer of

some kind from the vaccine.

And when we look at all the anecdotal evidence — when it comes to women's health and

their periods changing when they're around people that are vaccinated — I just think at a

certain point, a logical, the stronger reality, the hypothesis is we are seeing a marked

change in humans that haven't received the vaccine when they're around large groups of

people that have.

So I think it's clear that there's shedding going on, though I'd like to see more science and

evidence looking into that. But that's where I am. And I'm concerned about it. I'm concerned

about, how do I clear man-made spike protein and whatever this Franken virus is, out of my

system? One of the things I started doing is I have a consistent intermittent fasting

program now because I'm trying to create cell die off.”

Intermittent fasting may indeed be helpful in, if you’re sick or generally unhealthy, but I doubt it’ll be

beneOcial if you’re healthy. One of the things that improves mitochondrial function is lowering

endotoxin. If your gut microbiome is healthy, Ober-rich foods like whole fruits will feed probiotics

(beneOcial bacteria) in your gut. But if your microbiome is unhealthy, then the extra Ober will make

endotoxin-producing bacteria proliferate instead.

I also do not recommend extended fasting. Even intermittent fasting (fasting for eight to 16 hours a

day) can be problematic if you have impaired liver function, because the liver is the primary

storehouse of glucose in the form of a polymer called glycogen.

Normally, you have enough glycogen to last a day, but if you have liver disease like nonalcoholic

fatty liver disease (NAFLD), which at least a third of the population has, then your ability to store

that glycogen is diminished and you are unable to supply that sugar to your blood. Without sugar,

you go into a hypoglycemic coma and eventually die.

While your brain can thrive on ketones, it really needs glucose. The way your body reconciles this is

that when your sugar goes too low, you release stress hormones like adrenaline and cortisol. So,

when you’re on a low carb diet or do extended fasting, you end up releasing lots of stress hormones

that, over time, destroy your body. So, you need healthy carbohydrates.

The healthiest carbs are ripe fruit. If you have an impaired microbiome, then you can have fruit juice

without pulp, because, again, the Ober can trigger endotoxin release when you don’t have enough

probiotics to keep the bad bacteria in check.

As for how to protect yourself against viral shedding, I believe nebulized hydrogen peroxide can be

very helpful. If you do it at the very Orst sign of a respiratory infection, you only have to do it once

and you typically won’t get sick. You can learn more about this strategy here.

More Information

If you’re looking for a reliable news source, you can’t go wrong with Del Bigtree’s show, ”The

Highwire,” which can be found on thehighwire.com, Rumble and your favorite podcast provider,

including Amazon podcasts, Rephonic, Podbean and more.

To stay abreast of ICAN’s legal updates, sign up for their newsletter at icandecide.org. There you

can also Ond all the COVID jab data that have been released so far, including lot and dose data used

to identify “hot lots” for the POzer, Moderna and J&J shots, and the V-Safe data.
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The right to freedom of expression is inextricably linked to all other basic rights and fundamental freedoms. The lack of freedom of

expression is being driven by propaganda from corrupt elites with misinformation about transgenderism, climate change, COVID-19,

political leanings and voting patterns, race, gender, hate speech and identity politics. It is the propaganda discourse of journalists,

university professors and administrators, educators, government bureaucrats, high-tech titans and social media moguls. Censorship

undermines respect for fellow citizens and the rights of others that underpin political cohesion in a liberal democracy.

The equal rights to religious freedom, assembly, self-defense, academic and all other constitutional freedoms cannot be claimed. In his

short book, “A Heretic's Manifesto: Essays on the Unspeakable,” Brendan O'Neill is shown as a hero of free speech and a defender of the

moral and political conditions in which it thrives. O'Neill, chief political editor of the maverick British magazine "Spiked," argues "that the

constant shift in political correctness - or cancel culture, wokeness, or bigotry, or whatever we call it - represents not only a exaggerated

repression of speech, but a crisis of the Enlightenment." The phrase "cancel culture," he emphasizes, does not capture the severity of the

threat.

O'Neill writes. "Our curse is not only to witness the intermittent silencing of controversial commentators , but to observe how freedom,

objectivity, democracy, equality and other great achievements of the modern era are sacriOced one by one on the altar of new orthodoxies

that they present, so falsely, as progressive thought. www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2023/07/02/censorship_wounds_worse_..

 (2023)
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KENNEDY, CHD WIN INJUNCTION IN LANDMARK CENSORSHIP CASE AGAINST BIDEN

ADMINISTRATION.---------------------------------- A federal judge on Wednesday issued a preliminary injunction prohibiting key Biden

administration o[cials and agencies from coercing or signiOcantly encouraging social media platforms to suppress or censor

online content CONTAINING PROTECTED FREE SPEECH. However, he also stayed the injunction until the U.S. Supreme Court rules

on a similar injunction in Murthy v. Missouri, a related censorship case. Mary Holland, CHD president, told The Defender that the

Valentine’s Day ruling was “a welcome Valentine to the Kennedy plaintiffs,” and “an important victory for the U.S. Constitution.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-chd-win-injunction-landmark..  (02/15/2024)
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Thanks Gui for sharing there are efforts happening and some have won. More to come, it's all too big, too many suffered so as not

to be seen.
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Guillermou, What is your opinion on Reiner Fuellmich being thrown in Jail??
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Just, the collapse of the US Department of Homeland Security’s “disinformation board” has brought to light a number of interesting

insights. This unraveling stems from 20 state attorneys general threatening legal action against the US government unless they

disband the newly formed Disinformation Governance Board. We, the undersigned Attorneys General, are tasked not only with

enforcing the laws, but also with protecting the constitutional rights of all our citizens. Today we write to you to insist that you

immediately stop taking actions that appear intended exclusively to suppress the exercise of constitutional rights. Every American

knows that the Constitution prohibits the government from “restrict[ing] the freedom of speech.” US Constitution Amend.

I. As Justice Robert Jackson wrote nearly eighty years ago, “If there is a Oxed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no

o[cial, high or small, can prescribe what must be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other matters.” of opinion.” The

Disinformation Governance Board has raised concerns among people, especially conservatives who have talked about it and

compared it to the Ministry of Truth from 1984, George Orwell's classic dystopian novel.

www.globalresearch.ca/these-20-states-threaten-legal-action-over-minis..  (05/12/2022)truth/5780067
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Gui, already many in the wings waiting for their turn and now many more are coming online, and more coming after that.
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Haltaylor. According to Katja Woermer, legal representative of Dr. Fuellmich, in an interview on German television Bittel. Katja says:

“As for what is being done on a legal level, some things were not done within the deadlines and a decision on this should be made

in the next week. You have to be patient. Things are not public yet, so it is still necessary to keep them private. Reiner has been

able to speak from the ICIC website and the following extensive information includes updates from Reiner himself since shortly

after his Orst 6 weeks of incarceration. Reiner states on his website: “In October 2023 everything fell into total chaos again.

It ended with the execution of the aforementioned European arrest warrant against me in Frankfurt, after having previously been

deported from a non-European country (Mexico) under police protection. A thriller that, as I know today, was anything but a

coincidence. I’ll tell you about that in the next episode.” “As a result,” he says, “I have been in prison for weeks. “The real

perpetrators remain free.” And he adds: “They also own the money from the class action lawsuit and the money from my private

house.

I can prove that. All documents are stored securely with my legal team. In the next episode I will tell how the "agitators" brought all

this to a "successful" conclusion. icic.law/.--------------  Below are updates from Dr Reiner Fuelmich himself, and although there were

videos they are in German (some links provided) however, the translated transcripts were provided. The Truth“ Personal statement

by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich expose-news.com/2024/01/26/attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-sitting-in-pri..  (01/16/2024)
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Haltaylor, Reiner Fuellmich is like a J6er--being held without a trial. He's being charged (trumped up) for a white collar crime.

People charged with those types of crime aren't held without bail. His partners stole the money in their non-proOt and blamed him,

yet most of the money in their coffers were put there by Reiner. This is how totalitarians silence the opposition--throw them in jail

where they can't reveal the truth. He's was too effect. I hope he gets released soon. There are too many ways to die in prison.
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"The illegal kidnapping and persecution of Reiner Fullmich" - - www.bitchute.com/.../0RLriAIVG1zk  - - And a second recent video:

"Important Update: Reiner Fuellmich - Legal Expert Panel Reveals All"- - www.bitchute.com/.../7wvjhSYj0Bdk  - - and a few more

are posted up.
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There is more to the Fuellmich story than we are hearing from him and his legal team. Watch a poorly informed Elsa Sheder, one of

Fuelmichs big promoters, being interviewed by Eric Coppolino. planetwavesfm.substack.com/.../why-is-reiner-fuellmich-on-trial
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Thanks Gui for bringing to our attention the most recent cases of USA governmental overreach into our constitutional rights of free

speech. It's so handy to be provided with this vital information and the links that give some important details! RFK Jr's partial win in

a Biden scheme to control social media is very heartening. Also, the letter from the AG of Virginia and 19 other AG's sent to DHS

secretary Mayorkas demanding the Disbanding of The Disinformation Governance Board was quite refreshing to read. It is
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Important Legal Wins by the Informed Consent Action Network
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

In 2023, ICAN won back the religious exemption from vaccinations in Mississippi that had been gone since 1979. It was the Orst state in the

union to lose the ability to opt out. In 2023, Mississippians regained that choice



COVID forced courts to take a stand on religious rights. Churches were shut down during the pandemic while big box stores, liquor stores

and even strip clubs were allowed to remain open. Court cases ensued, in which the courts concluded that wherever there is a secular right,

there must also be a religious right



ICAN mirrored that argument in its Mississippi case and pointed to the medical exemption. If people have the right to opt out of a vaccine

program for medical reasons (which is a secular reason), then people must also have the right to opt out for religious reasons



In a project called “Free the Five,” ICAN is now working to regain the religious exemption to vaccination in Connecticut, New York, California,

West Virginia and Maine as well



ICAN has also won cases against the U.S. Air Force and Army on behalf of soldiers who were being kicked out for refusing the COVID shot.

They also won a big case against airlines that were mandating mask wearing. Several precedences have now been set, which will make it all

the more di[cult for government to replicate what they did during the COVID pandemic



ICAN also sued the FDA to release the data from the trials of the Moderna and POzer COVID shots, as well as the CDC, which was refusing to

release its V-Safe data. All of that is now coming out, showing just how dangerous the COVID shots are
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secretary Mayorkas demanding the Disbanding of The Disinformation Governance Board was quite refreshing to read. It is

astounding that it has taken almost 2 years, and then even 2 different votes, to get the current House of Representatives to start

impeachment hearings for Mayorkas. Justice almost moves so slowly as to be obsolete. I guess what is important is the (also

slow) improvement in public awareness.
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Thanks to you, stoneharbor. Yes, justice advances slowly and is often conditioned by the legislative power, but there will always be

exemplary performances in the Oght for freedom of expression, Jennifer Sey joined the fashion company Levi Strauss and Co as

an entry-level marketing assistant at 1999. Twenty-three years later, Ms. Sey had worked her way up to brand president and was

poised to become the next CEO, after playing a major role in saving the company from bankruptcy in the previous decade. . Like so

many other brave American men and women in the Medical Freedom movement, Ms. Sey put her entire career at risk in 2020 to

protest when the government, public health authorities, and the education system created an environment in response to COVID

that was harmful to children.

Ms. Sey was living in San Fransisco with her family when the world shut down due to COVID. In her area, the government kept

schools, playgrounds, basketball courts, hiking trails and beaches closed for almost a year or more. Mask mandates were put in

place for children and toddlers, and Ms. Sey immediately spoke out against these practices.

etana.substack.com/p/jennifer-seys-journey-to-medical?utm_source=post-..  (2023)
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IN VIDEO MESSAGE FROM PRISON REINER FUELLMICH SAYS HIS ACCUSERS, USED FRAUD AND EXTORTION TO COMPEL HOUSE

PURCHASER TO PLACE 1.58 MILLION EUROS INTO THEIR ACCOUNTS: IS CONFIDENT TRUTH WILL PREVAIL "Only one of these

two narratives can be true, and if it turns out that my story is true, then we'll see who goes to jail." Reiner Fuellmich

celiafarber.substack.com/p/in-video-message-from-prison-reiner?r=a0iy6..  (02/03/2024).-THE ILLEGAL KIDNAPPING AND

PERSECUTION OF REINER FULLMICH The internal coup to sabotage the Second Nuremberg It appears as if German lawyer, Reiner

Fullmich, who recognized the COVID crimes against humanity as early as 2020, has been set up.

Fullmich was spearheading a project known as the “Second Nuremberg”, and co-founded the Corona Investigative Committee. His

Committee consulted about a hundred and Ofty scientists and experts from around the world, as well as former employees of the

World Health Organization, and their Ondings showed them that the COVID measures were the Orst steps in a plan to destroy

regional economies in order to make populations dependent upon global supply chains, and were intended to reduce the

population and install a world government under the United Nationsin the link.

gregreese.substack.com/p/the-illegal-kidnapping-and-persecution  (02/13/2023).---
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I don't claim to have the answers regarding Fuellmich, but I do have some questions. Why did Fuellmich use Corona Committee

escrow funds to do improvements on his house? This is a breech of legal Oduciary responsibilities. Its' also illegal. Why were those

funds turned into gold bullion? Where is that gold today? Why did Fuellmich never interview the German virologist Stephan Lanka?

Why did he never interview the husband and wife team of doctors, the Baileys? Why did he never interview Dr. Tom Cowan.

Because all of those people were outspoken about the lack of proof for the existence of viruses. If Fuellmich was truly going after

fraud as he claimed, why did he not look into the virus fraud? If he was supposedly an unbiased, third party investigator, why was

he not acting like one?
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Hi Krofter, the Corona Committee had Drs. Kaufman and Cowan for an interview, it did not go well. You should be able to locate this

on Odysee...Dr Wolfgang Wodarg was on the video conference and he rejected their premise, but you'll need to hear his reasoning.

It took place quite a while ago. And realize, its one thing to offer better ammunition, like a gattling gun against an army bearing

swords, bows and arrows...Its quite another to offer a view without much proof of what could be causing people to get sick, while

the CDC is out sending letters to parents of infants suggesting they get covid shots for their 15 month old! A copy of this letter on

letterhead in Mass. was posted a few days ago on TwitterX...I also Ond the no virus discussion interesting but also highly

distracting.
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NOW THAT THEY'VE SMEARED, KIDNAPPED & FALSELY IMPRISONED REINER FUELLMICH, THE LEGAL "CASE" AGAINST HIM IS

COLLAPSING IN A GERMAN COURT markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/now-that-theyve-smeared-kidnapped?utm..

 (02/13/32024).--------------- REINER FUELLMICH. DAY 3 OF THE TRIAL. THE DETAILED ACCOUNT OF A TRIAL OBSERVER.

truthsummit.substack.com/p/reiner-fuellmich-day-3-details?utm_source=%..  (02/10/2024).------------------------------------ IN VIDEO

MESSAGE FROM PRISON REINER FUELLMICH SAYS HIS ACCUSERS, USED FRAUD AND EXTORTION TO COMPEL HOUSE

PURCHASER TO PLACE 1.58 MILLION EUROS INTO THEIR ACCOUNTS: IS CONFIDENT TRUTH WILL PREVAIL

celiafarber.substack.com/p/in-video-message-from-prison-reiner?utm_sou..  (02/03/2024).----------------------- CORONA

INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE: PUT YOUR CARDS ON THE TABLE Documentation of an article by CIC-Co-Founder Viviane Fischer,

who had been the target of accusations of having betrayed Reiner Fuellmich.

She is now being sued for publishing details about a loan.

neveragainisnowglobal.substack.com/p/corona-investigation-committee-pu..  (02/05/2024).---------------------------- PROTEST

AGAINST THE ILLEGAL SEIZURE OF REINER FUELLMICH BY THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT EMANUEL PASTREICH CANDIDATE FOR

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES emanuelprez.substack.com/p/protest-against-the-illegal-seizure?utm_sou..

 (2023).----------------------
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If you're not aligned with 'their' , not our, "democracy" then you're plain and simple labeled an enemy of the state. Here's an all-time

great interview with M. Benz delineating that M.O. of the National Security State:

tuckercarlson.com/uncensored-the-national-security-state-the-inversion..  The where's the virus heretics have my vote but, as rose

says, all the better if in addition to stating what's it's not, is a plausible what it is (that B. Fuller replacement / better model

imperative). David E. Martin discusses the history of attempts since 1965 at gene splicing / DNA manipulation but J.J. Couey

states that there is no stability in mRNA replication. rumble.com/v3n4b5z-icic-w-reiner-fuellmich-and-j.-jay-couey-ph.d.-the-..
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"Censorship undermines respect for fellow citizens and the rights of others that underpin political cohesion in a liberal democracy.

" I have a Ole titled 'Quotes I want to remember'. I have placed this one at the very top (of about 6 pages), Thank you, Gui
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Rose - Yes, the powers that shouldn't be don't want people to do the research and learn what's really causing people to become ill.

There are volumes of articles, documents and scientiOc papers detailing what is making people sick and just as many showing

that viruses have never been isolated. This goes back to the 1860's and the yet to be settled debate between Beauchamp and

Pastuer about germ 'theory'. But yes, the powers that shouldn't be (like the Rockefellers) don't want you to know so it's kept buried

because they're making billions from the status quo.

So one has to stop depending on mainstream sources for information and DO THE RESEARCH. The people I listed above have

been doing that research for decades. Over the past 3+ years myself and many others have consolidated much of that information

in articles. The information is there for anyone with an open mind who is willing to do the research and learn. I've posted many

links here over the years that explain all of this, but as Mark Twain said, its easier to fool someone than it is to convince them

they've been fooled.
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I still Ond it so draconian that we have to Oght for the right to prevent someone from forcing so-called 'medical' treatments upon us.  What

happened to the right to decide for ourselves on what bodily interventions we will allow? This is a fundamental right, or freedom, that

underpins all others. Without it, we are no freer than farm animals.
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Hence the term 'tax cattle', it's just now it's much more transparent. The term Neo-feudalism is a distraction because this system

never went away, the vast majority of peasantry went from labouring in the Oelds to working in factories and o[ces. The only

difference was an important one, the mediaeval peasantry had control over their food, certainly they had to pay part of it in

homage/pannage/tax but even the landless poor had rights to common land and forests but Enclosure Acts to control the food

system were key to the consolidation of power. Control food and you control everything. Bad industrial food causes ill health and

win win, then you can create 'medication' and make even more money with permanent drug delivery. To create even more havoc,

crowd people into cities, place them under immense stress and they will get even sicker..... This is why history repeats itself

because the same system has always been in place.
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Agree Sue, there is taxed cattle, we are taxed chattel.
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Your rights were sold from you for $630,000 via the CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH. Why do you think every nurse that walks into the

room asks for your DATE OF BIRTH? Why are you asked for your mother's maiden name? Were not your parents married when you

were born? When you testify of your mothers maiden name, it makes you a b a s t a r d, a ward of the State!
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It is about imposing the globalist Agenda. Among the defenders of global powers we have Strobe Talbott who directed the

Brookings Institute for years (2002-2012), served as former deputy secretary of state in the Clinton White House, former director

of the Council on Foreign Relations. Talbott envisions the creation of a world government stating that within the next century "the

nation as we know it will become obsolete; all states will recognize a single global authority..." One of the most revealing quotes on

the agenda comes from the Clinton administration's deputy secretary of state, Strobe Talbot, who stated in Time magazine that: “In

the next century, nations as we know them will become obsolete; all states will recognize a single global authority After all,

national sovereignty was not a great idea.” Talbott lists the creation of the wonderful 20th century innovations of the League of

Nations, NATO, the IMF and globalization.

Talbott describes NATO as “the most ambitious, enduring and successful collective security exercise in history” and then

celebrates the International Monetary Fund. Talbott said that “the free world formed multilateral Onancial institutions that depend

on the willingness of member states to give up a degree of national sovereignty.

“The International Monetary Fund can virtually dictate Oscal policies, including the amount of taxes a government must impose on

its citizens.” Their narcissistic egos can't help but long for the adoration of the masses they secretly hate. Over the centuries, there

has been a general trend towards larger units claiming sovereignty and, paradoxically, a gradual decline in how much actual

sovereignty an individual actually has. country". matthewehret.substack.com/p/the-british-imperial-hand-behind?utm_sourc..

 (06/23/2023),.................... alt-market.us/the-club-of-rome-how-climate-hysteria-is-being-used-to-c..  (05/19/2023)
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As long as the religion of medical science continues to dominate our society, and its primary deity, viruses, continue to be

worshiped, we will have to deal with the usurpation of our rights by this phony science and it's phony deity. We all know Anthony

Fauci as the pope of medical science. He told us that to not trust him was to not trust the science. Yet, many now distrust him, yet

still trust his science. Why?
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Gale - it is perplexing, for sure, until one comes to know that this "wrong" or "evil" is hoisted upon us because the "system" we

live/operate in (unknowingly & without our consent) is in the world of corporate Octions/entities that is under the jurisdiction of

maritime/admiralty law - the law of the sea. There are three jurisdictions of law: 1) law of the land sometimes referred to as man's

law; 2) law of the sea known as maritime/admiralty law; & 3) ecclesiastic law referred to as canon law. Furthermore, the Maxim of

Law state that "he who creates, owns", therefore, since God created all things including (wo)man, God is the highest authority &

has dominion over all of creation.

God gave man dominion over the land, the sea, the air, & the animals. Therefore, all (wo)man are born on the land, our rightful

jurisdiction, & since God created (wo)man, we are under the dominion of God's law living on the land, meaning we are not subject

to the laws of any (wo)man (without knowledge & consent), such as, the law of the sea, for which, all "legal" jurisdictions,

governments, laws & courts operate under.

Also, learn about the Cestui Que Vie Act of 1666, the birth certiOcate fraud, etc. You will come to learn that the BAR (lawyers) is the

scourge of humanity & the bain of our existence. There are a number of people for whom have & are doing a lot of good things in

this Oght, however, I highly recommend the following people who have done great work in claiming back our rightful jurisdiction

and freedoms: David Straight (Ove videos): https://awarriorcalls.com   /david-straight-video-series/ Anna Von Reitz:

www.annavonreitz.com/directive.html  Christopher James: https://awarriorcalls.com  
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Hey, Brian - you are correct, except that the amount of $630,000 (and insured for $1,000,000) was if you were born between 1933 &

1975. Anyone born after 1975 is licensed & bonded for $1,000,000 & insured for $2,000,000. At the same time, your vessel is

created with your all CAPS name. This is your 'minor estate' (unbeknownst to you) & is done through a Cestui Que Vie Trust under

the Public Charitable Trust (created under the Public Charitable Trust Act of 1882) in the US. As per the CUSIP number on your

"birth certiOcate" (fraud), your 'minor estate' is an investment vessel under the control of the Securities & Exchange Commission.

In the legal world, all people are "vessels" & considered "lost at sea" until each person claims their 'minor estate' as custodian. As

long as a vessel (citizen, person or resident) remains "lost at sea", every (wo)man will be a servant/slave of the state & any alleged

"wrong-doing" is administered by the state & without 'rights'. The only time any (wo)man was truly free (a state national) & retained

their diplomatic immunity was from the time you were born to the time of the registration of your "birth certiOcate", as indicated on

the document. The 13th Amendment of the Constitution freed black people from slavery, &, the 14th Amendment made all people

slaves.
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When I rarely go to see my doctor, no one asks me my DOB because it is already on my health record. No one asks for my mother's

maiden name. The Cestui Que Vie Act of 1666 is related to the sovereign citizen movement which is not recognized in the U.S.

court system. No one owns me. No one born after 1975 is licensed and bonded. Please stop posting such ludicrous statements.

You probably also believe the earth is zat, that all satellites are launched via balloons, and that we are protected by the Ormament.

www.usbirthcertiOcates.com/glossary/certiOcate-of-live-birth#Is%20A%..
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I have been asking the same question about them “FORCING SO CALLED MEDICAL TREATMENTS ON US”. What really bugs me is

that San Diego is crawling with mentally ill people on the streets who could be helped if they were FORCED but instead we let them

lay in feces, covered with sores on our streets with a tiny blanket in the rain. No one is running around FORCING them to take

medications so they can care for themselves. It’s insane.
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den7788, the slithering keyboard bully troll was triggered by the poking stick of truth and has briezy clamored out from under their

low IQ, low consciousness rock quarry to spread their indoctrination crap onto the fertile Oelds of knowledge while proselytizing

their allegiance with coercive authority, gesturing a blind threat by pointing to their swindling false deity, then, take an odious wildly

off-target keyboard swipe at the messenger by projecting their own woeful foolish ignorance and pitiful true colors onto the world

with such daftness, indignation and belligerence. It's quite sad, really, but, also hilarious at the same time!
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The real blame for injury & deaths is on the people. The self-righteous, sanctimonious, social-media justice warriors boasting about doing

their part to partake in a bio weapons experiment, the sheep! I’ve talked to unvaxed people who have experienced unusual symptoms

after being with jabbed family members in close quarters for days or weeks. Shedding to me is a slam dunk. I just don’t think the

unjabbed face the same detrimental outcome as the sleeve rollers! Never get any needle that’s considered a safe & effective vax!
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Even today, I did not get a job because I refused a zu shot. My religious exemption was denied. It's all good, I will Ond something

else as I am close to an early retirement. Life is good!
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Sschank, you probably would not want to work for an organization that requires such anyway.
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Yep got laughed by the sheep on fb for trying to warn my buddy Jon about the J&J stroke issue a few years ago.  See him a couple

months later tells me that he had a stroke!
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So thankful for people like Del Bigtree and Dr. Mercola. Without them how could we Ond the truth?
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So, you say that anyone posting that there are no viruses, will never post on your site again, then you say you are open-minded? Hmmm.

At least some, if not most people who think viruses don't cause disease, don't necessarily think there aren't viruses. After all, we have a

virome don't we? Aren't viruses necessary for good health? What concerns me is that viruses have never been proven to cause disease.

Even in 1918, they tried very hard to infect volunteers with the Spanish Flu, but weren't able to. Why is that?
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The COVID scare was never a pandemic but an evil, political scheme to control world governments and populations through fear in order

to establish the globalists plan for one-world government. The COVID hoax allowed the Democrat party to steal the 2020 election with

millions of fraudulent mail-in ballots and begin the takedown of the United States as a world power. We are witnessing this today with the

invasion of millions of illegal migrants and foreign enemies entering the country, along with human tra[cking and fentanyl. Not to

mention the senseless Ukraine and Middle East conzicts. The government of the United States is under attack by a corrupt cabal of

criminals in the justice system controlling the government who hate America and its freedoms. They overplayed their hand and they will

have hell to pay. pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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Yes, COVID-19 is the deliberate implementation of illogical and scientiOcally unfounded lockdowns that caused the global

economy to shut down. It is what you call imperialism with a “human face.” The same philanthropic foundations (Rockefeller, Ford,

Soros, et al) that are the unspoken architects of the "Great Reset" and "Global Governance" are also involved (generously) funding

activism against Climate Change, Extinction Rebellion, the Forum World Social, etc. Around the world, people have been misled by

both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating consequences of the Covid-19 “pandemic.” The

architects of the COVID-19 “pandemic” are now actively involved in formulating the “solution.” The Great Reset of the World

Economic Forum consists of installing a totalitarian regime worldwide.

What is contemplated is a system of “Global Governance” based on depopulation and powerful corrupt Onancial and political

interests to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, extreme poverty and despair. It is an invasion

of civil liberties and the “Right to Life.” Entire national economies are in danger. A massive concentration of corporate wealth is

occurring. It is a diabolical “New World Order” it is the destruction of people's lives. It is the destabilization of civil society.
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We allowed them to steal the election each one of us.we need to stand up every one should be wearing black tee shirts with a huge

NO ON THE FRONT and VAX on the back.
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It is fantastic that there are lawsuits winning and changing the legal landscape with this! I get that not everyone cares about the no-virus

argument, and that's One. Even-so people really need to be clear on the argument. People need to understand that the no-virus camp do

not have to ''show proof' and come up with an alternative in order to call out the fraud of the current paradigm, namely 'virology'. They do

not need to 'prove' another theory. It boggles my mind that people cannot understand that one does not need to know the whole truth in

order to call out a lie. They are two different things, not purely opposite sides of the same coin. Virology has not satisOed the scientiOc

method.

It really is that simple. Once we acknowledge this we can move forward with Onding the correct mechanism. What are vaccinal

antibodies? SARs-CoV-2 has not been isolated. Anywhere in the world. So what are they testing? Have they shown that there are only

certain antibodies present when there is 'spike' present, yet not otherwise? I think not. Hence, as I understand it they are measuring

non-speciOc antibodies to prove 'spike' is present. These are smart people, have they not thought of any of this? Are they just blindly

doing these tests...without a thought? All these people Onding spike, this is a whole other oddity which is very confusing...
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DiaTrig - I concur. This is the trap that the power brokers are elated to see playing out - the power brokers create the big lie, then,

sit back & watch the underlings do their bidding for them. They merely put their entrenched blatant lies on cruise control &

continue on with their agenda while they watch the virtue signalers engage in the endless perpetuation of baseless petulant ad

hominem attacks, bullying, gaslighting & fear porn. This is the successful societal inversion of truth through the employment of

relativism. 'Falsehood is given the same weight as truth'. Put the onus on the accused to prove innocence, rather than on the

accuser to prove guilt.

Under the article's subtitle ".....do viruses exist", DBT is pure gaslighting. What he's really saying is, as you described, not only does

he require the people in the "...there is no virus space" to show the scientiOc evidence to support their argument, but, further, they

need to scientiOcally prove an alternative "theory". DBT then goes on to drive his gaslighting message home by dismissing any

counter argument/prove with "...they know there's not enough scientiOc evidence to prove that", & more virtue signaling with "I am

a skeptic and I will look at anything.

I'm open to having my mind changed. But you have to have evidence ..." (in spite of no empirical evidence to prove that "viruses do

exist). Then he brings in the big hammer by removing himself from the debate with "that's not my hill" (to die on) & transfers

ownership to "God" with "it's not what God guided him to be a part of", then, quickly usurps the glory back by saying "I'm winning

the argument using their germ theory.....I'm beating them". He reveals his true reasons for sticking to his "virus" narratives with his

preposterous self-serving Superbowl analogy followed by "...we don't have time for that" (that being the truth).

odysee.com/.../Viruses-Don 't-Exist-and-Why-It-Matters:4
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DiaTrig, it is NOT as simple as you are alluding to! This “no virus” debate goes to the core of what science & scientiOc method is.

Del invited Neil deGrasse Tyson (episode 314) and Tyson’s primitive quasi-explanation of scientiOc method was laughable! This is

a serious subject that goes back to the founder of empirical science, Franciscan friar Roger Bacon —

en.wikipedia.org/.../Roger_Bacon  -- What do we really know and how do we prove things exist scientiOcally and empirically? This

is what Philosophy of Science addresses and it is very tricky subject going back to St. Albert the Great and his disciple St. Thomas

Aquinas, who referenced Aristotle’s philosophy — digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1318&context=tn..  — This

system of thought & logic still stands today as unsurpassed, except the modern materialistic world has dumbed down and

bastardized it.

You have all sorts hacks with degrees confusing issues! And then you have a really deep insight by Pascal and his Wager which

resulted in modern probabilistic reasoning about scientiOc & empirical things, and this is still being explored and pondered! The

whole debate should focus on the DEFINITION of virus. The Virus Mania does have some good counter-arguments but, strangely,
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they do NOT even try to deOne what they are arguing against ?!?

There is NO deOnition anywhere in their book, not even an Index entry for virus??? —

archive.org/details/torsten-engelbrecht-virus-mania-how-the-medical-in..  — RFK Junior’s new book The Wuhan Cover-Up is very

clear what RFK Junior is arguing against — he gave clear deOnitions of virus and virion on page 458! Virus is a submicroscopic

self-replicating genetic entity etc. Virion is a single particle of a virus capable of infecting a host cell. Why don’t the Virus Mania

proponents argue using those deOnitions? It is undeniable Fauci research has produced a plethora of REAL super-deadly stuff!
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disseminatetruth
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Editing my earlier post would not allow for Oxing the broken link, therefore, here it is once again (hopefully, this site isn't censoring

links): odysee.com/.../Viruses-Don 't-Exist-and-Why-It-Matters:4 Also, pth888's reply stating that "The Virus Mania does have

some good counter-arguments but, strangely, they do NOT even try to deOne what they are arguing against ?!? There is NO

deOnition anywhere in their book, not even an Index entry for virus???" lacks basic comprehension & is absurd because pth888's

statement is a "red herring" based on false relativistic premises that anyone questioning another's statements & claims must

provide their own deOnitions, even for things that don't exist, & further, that "scientists" can't be held to account for not following

science's very own established scientiOc method!

The book clearly deOnes the where, when, why & what they are refuting, as well as, how it is fraudulent, but yet, pth888 goes on to

proselytize that RFK's book makes valid arguments that "viruses are deOned & proven to exist"! RFK's arguments regarding the

existence of "viruses" are nothing more than more erroneous main stream propaganda & do not align with the scientiOc method.

The 'Virus Mania' book, as well as, numerous other videos, papers, podcasts & interviews done by the book's authors, have clearly

stated & provided empirical evidence based explanations & references, according to the established scientiOc method, that

emphatically refutes the "virus" & "virology" narrative, as well as, uncovers the proof of the blatant fraud.

If the 'Virus Mania' book did include a "deOnition" or an "index" for "viruses" that don't exist, then, that would make the book & its

authors contradictory, hypocritical, lacking ethics & integrity, & further, just another gaslighting piece. Fraudci & the rest of that ilk

are creating poisons, toxins & bioweapons "Viruses" are the distraction & provides the deceptive facade.
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Disseminatetruth, so from your last sentence I take it that you admit that Fraudci&Co are creating scary deadly bioweapons stuff

which the Malthusian WEF cabal is using for global demicide & depopulation. It seems you think these bioweapons & modRNA

technology is mere chemical-based poisons & toxins, not some more complex biological semi-alive self-replicating entities which

are thought to cause infection, contagion and disease? (Which was the pre-bioweapons era biological deOnition of Virus.) So

would you agreee with the RFK Junior’s book and his massively supported accusations if he (or we all) decided to rename this

confusing term “Virus” to say “Xirus”? Like Xiruses and Xirions would be causing the Disease-X which Tedros is threatening us

with?

Then we could separate the naturally occurring “Viruses” before the bioweapons era, which according to RFK Junior perhaps

started with the 1918 Spanish Flu. Then you & the VirusMania could continue to argue about Viruses as natural pre-bioweapons

era entities if you wish, even based on the old pre-scientiOc Latin deOnition of Virus as toxin or poison? Or would you still insist as

in the VirusMania where the authors claim that the so called viruses are merely “particles produced by the cells themselves as a

consequence of certain stress factors such as drugs.”? (“About the Book” at the very beginning of book, no page number.)
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juststeve
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American Justice, trial by endurance, if you can last out, you might win. Yet also often called Money talks, Privilege Walks. It's heartening

to have wins and to know more are likely to come. Important territory being covered here. More so, the C-19 debacle is also opening up

other areas long shu}ed out of sight, word played to not exist.
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Yes Just, the greatest victory is to be free, to have truthful information on all fronts of culture, health and ethics. Freedom of

expression a right closely linked to freedom of thought and the press is fundamental to being able to exercise other rights and

actively participate in a free and democratic society and world. Although the freedom to express a thought is not an absolute right,

its status as the basis of democracy requires, according to international law, that any possible limitation on freedom of

communication be minimal, proportionate and justiOed. Its importance derives from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

(UDHR) of 1948, which in its article 19 recognizes that "every individual has the right to freedom of opinion and expression", a right

that "includes the right not to be disturbed because of of their opinions, to investigate and receive information and opinions, and to

disseminate them, without limitation of borders, by any means of expression".

"Freedom of expression is the basis of human rights, the root of human nature and the mother of truth. Killing freedom of

expression is insulting human rights, is suppressing human nature and suppressing the truth."- Liu Xiaobo. Human rights defender

and Nobel Peace Prize winner in 2010.
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Thanks, Just. I feel you have encapsulated some of Dr. Mercola's points today such that they are clear, but also more memorable.

So reading both of you, I feel thankful, and quite sure you are right: we are uncovering material whose existence was "word played"

out of sight by corporate media and we should hope this trend will continue. By the shear weight of the huge discussion that has

arisen thanks to the C-19 debates (and litigation), everyone, even the most bashful sheep, are beneOting from the uncovering of

dozens of other schemes that have been put in place by the ruling class. This new enlightenment should continue more easily now.
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-----BEGIN PART 1 of 3 for this comment-----From over 200 pages of notes and links I've saved on the topic of the new breathing illness, I'd

recommend just two things: (1) Rabbi Eliyahu Brog's article on the “middah kineged middah” (measure for measure) explanation of

“coronavirus”: emes.news/.../Rav-Brog.pdf  (PDF) or www.rodefshalom613.org/2020/08/rav-eliyahu-brog-covid-crisis-middah-ki..

 (HTML)--please use a translator or search for transliterated terms to understand any terms not known to you such as “busha” [shame],

etc.).

This covers the causes at the level of the human soul and explains why there were masks and why there was isolation. (2) The Contagion

Myth by WAPF explains what I see as the likeliest primary physical cause of the new breathing illness. Have Dr. Mercola and Mr. Bigtree

read that short and informative book The Contagion Myth? It was released in September 2020, immediately banned on Amazon, and went

to the top of the Barnes & Noble Top 100 list of bestsellers. The Deep State knows that Americans are now suspicious/untrusting and

works to control alternative media outlets just as much as (if not more than) legacy media.

The mountain of evidence in favor of the bioweapon lab leak theory, I think, is actually a planted idea to misdirect Americans from waking

up to the real physical cause of the new breathing illness. The Chinese government hates America and wants to destroy us. Why would

they allow their secret weapons lab documents to be freely and easily available for Americans to do a web search and Ond

immediately?-----END PART 1 of 3 for this comment-----
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When Trumpgot CHINA into a headlock over trade they signed a contract. The last line in the contract said it would be bull and void

if..and then.yupcovid.
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So, other Dr's have found graphene in the vaxx, maybe Del got some clean viles?  "Live Observation of Graphene Oxide Dots Being

Adsorbed and Then Absorbed into a Nano Fiber Mesh Graphene Nano Dots or Bubbles Observed in CoVid - 19 Vaccines POzer and

Moderna So-Called CoVid - 19 Vaccines Viewed Under pHase Contrast Microscopy at 1000x MagniOcation. "

www.drrobertyoung.com/post/live-observation-of-graphene-oxide-dots-bei..
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In this article the German Working Group for the Analysis of COVID Vaccines an international network of more than sixty:

scientists, doctors, mathematicians, lawyers and others who have committed to carrying out in-depth laboratory analyzes of the

so-called "vaccines" against covid-19 and to report their Ondings to the public present interesting information. Working in multiple

laboratories and countries, the group has analyzed the so-called “vaccines” from Moderna, BioNTech/POzer, AstraZenica and

Johnson and Johnson and the blood of people who have been injected. They have used: scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), mass spectroscopy (MS), inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP), bright Oeld

microscopy (BFM), Oeld dark (DFM) and Live Blood Image Diagnostics, as well as image analysis using ArtiOcial Intelligence.

A summary of their Ondings is at the link: MORE THAN 60 SCIENTISTS COLLABORATING BETWEEN MULTIPLE LABORATORIES IN

SEVERAL NATIONS REVEAL WHAT IS REALLY IN THE INJECTIONS AND WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE INJECTION VICTIMS'

BLOOD. drtrozzi.org/.../whats-really-in-the-covid-vaccines  (09/23/2022)
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Also, a group of independent German scientists found toxic components, mostly metal, in all COVID vaccine samples they

analyzed, “without exception,” using modern medical and physical measurement techniques. The COVID Vaccine Analysis Task

Force says some of the toxic elements found inside the vials of the AstraZeneca, POzer and Moderna vaccines were not on the

manufacturers' ingredient lists. The Ondings “build on the work of other researchers in the international community who have

described similar Ondings, including Dr. Young, Dr. Nagase, Dr. Botha, Dr. Flemming, Dr. Robert Wakeling and Dr. Noak,” Dr. Janci

Lindsay, Ph.D., a toxicologist who was not involved in the study, told The Epoch Times.

“The number and consistency of contamination allegations alone, coupled with the disturbing silence of global safety and

regulatory bodies, is problematic and disconcerting in terms of 'transparency' and the continued accusations by these bodies that

vaccines genetics are 'safe'." Lindsay added. In the link the metallic elements found.

www.globalresearch.ca/unusual-toxic-components-found-covid-vaccines-wi..  (08/22/2022)
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Raisingconsciousness & Gui, a good point. What Dr. Trozzi link shows, and what the German scientists have found is beyond

alarming, it is outrageous! Clearly, all these scientists including Dr. Cole are sampling “very small” samples, so it wouldn’t be

surprising if other strange, disease-causing or deadly stuff, including graphene, was found elsewhere, in other samples. It wouldn’t

be surprising if the nefarious ba$$$tard cabal would spread different components in the jabs, for different countries and areas,

either with the aim of experimenting with various killing methods of their “Life Science” (as RFK Junior aptly pointed out their

cynical hypocrisy in his new book), or to simply muddle & confuse the things and the investigators so much that no common

theme could be proven to them in the court of law about of how they are maiming and killing millions or billions!

They know how rig the system and cover their tracks, so that the causation cannot be proven to them! This must be explained to

the lawgivers and the whole system of testing and disclosure of ingredients must change!
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I think it very apparent that the covid jabs are meant to disable and kill. There is no redeeming feature of the covid clot shots.
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Some smart guy once said, "Never blame malice for that which can be equally ascribed to stupidity". I Ond it di[cult to embrace all

the conspiracy theories claiming malicious intent and fear for the case for widespread stupidity. Admittedly, the conspiracy

perspective is likely less concerning.
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The truth is that the C-19 bioweapon will kill 1 to 2 billion humans over the next decade as the spike protein's damage takes its toll.

But even this is not enough for the demonic entities that control our planet, as they seek something closer to a total reduction of

90% of the human population. Suddenly, your strategy is very clear. Injections of spike protein mRNA cause a 90% suppression of

the DNA repair mechanism known as NHEJ (non-homologous end joining). This is a cellular mechanism that exists within the cells

of humans, animals and plants to maintain genetic integrity, a necessary condition for life.

www.brighteon.com/787e2691-1c08-486c-835d-d5de871e782c  .------
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It is becoming increasingly apparent to me that the primary ideological schism that has become a persistent feature of the world is

between more densely populated areas that have become wholly dependent on highly specialized and artiOcial means of daily living and

populated areas that permit, to some daily degree, connection with the natural world. I have no empirical evidence at this point to support

this position. This "hunch" is based on simply aggregating the voluminous information available from all the sources I can Ond and

absorb into larger groupings beyond the speciOc subject presented by the individuals or the collective groups.

Many of us, myself included, have evolved our lives into a form of parallel systems: one life evolves around a highly specialized world that

much of the world now depends upon, variously similar to the world revolving around the lead character evinced by "Terms of Service:

Subject to change without notice" author Craig W. StanOll, the other world centered on the other group, darkly described as "Blanks". Fear

of climate change, fear of germs, fear of being vulnerable in general, the general fear you are not in control of your life, the surveillance

state, the control state, etc.

all emanate in groupthink form from this densely populated artiOcial world. Connection with the natural world, individuality, freedoms,

connection to the animal within, less surveillance, less of the control state emanate from the inhabitants of this far less populated world.

I'm curious what others have thought of regarding the source of what is becoming the increasingly persistent state of upheaval in all of

the areas of life for much of the world.
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Good Morning John, Meditation and The Course in Miracles will clarify all of this. In the meantime, go get 'em Tiger.
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OK, so the Nuremberg code only applies to religious people, since you have to be religious to claim an exemption. That's really messed

up!
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A person was asked “how would you live your last day on earth?” “I would live it doing the simple things that I have enjoyed doing.” The

question is a rezection of what a person understands about life.
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Watching this reminds me of the scope of corruption that I've seen in my 70+ years of struggle thru life. I'm a bit of an amateur theologian

doing lots of research into tough theological problems. Guess what I'm Onding. The theological world is as corrupt as medicine, govt,

politics, military, etc. The greed and desire for power and control in mankind is alive and well. Men/women will steep to very low levels to

get ahead. We all have footprints on our backs from where others (even friends) have sold us out to get ahead. It's truly a shame and its

scope is astonishing.
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Forget religious exemptions. There needs to be a Philosophical Exemption to vaccine mandates and coercion.
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How many different lots/batches were the 100 plus doses of the mRNA "vaccine" from that were tested for graphene?
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BrianAllen1: Thank you for your comment. Very interesting. Would you be willing please to provide source material citations for your

statements about live birth, date of birth, mother's maiden name and so forth? Best regards.
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The most comprehensive and accurate site is www.usavsus.info. I 100% personally completely removed myself from the system

for many years and I can attest that I experienced and lived many of the facts on this site- even after 9/11. it shows the original

Constitutional governance versus the corporate governance. It was a lot of work and a lot of sacriOce and after so many years I

gave in and went back into the system. I actually found everything that I had gotten rid of was sitting there in limbo waiting for me

to return!

Everything I legally and lawfully rescinded, every contract I negated was still in force as far as they were concerned. My driver

license was still active many years after expiration. If anyone would ever entertain the thought of leaving the system, they had

better remove themself in every conceivable way, shape and form. That also means giving up your retirement payments. If you

have one foot on each side of the fence, you're gonna smash something delicate and painful.
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With everyone speaking out, Dr Mercola, Del Bigtree, Dr Ardis, Dr Ealy, Dr Group, Dr Buttar (RIP), the Controllers are still moving ahead full

speed. Is anything we're doing slowing them down? More childhood V's are scheduled, more C-19 boosters pushed. Or do we have to

admit that what we're doing isn't working and Ond a way outside the box. Like some sort of anti-global super PAC.
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Exactly, and we also have the WHO Pandemic Treaty looming over us all...
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Hi All. You asked, "Is anything we're doing slowing them down?" In a word, YES. Everyone seems focused on the World Economical

Forum with all their billionaires; and no one talks about the zip side of that coin. Lest one forgets there are many billionaires and

dignitaries that have been meeting and working to defeat them and destroy their monopolies. They do not want the one world

order anymore than you or I. They will be using the Sherman Antitrust Act and other laws that are already on the books to defeat

them. Rest assured, that the dominoes have started to fall in Canada and the US. It will take time, but the tide has changed and

TPTB are now loosing ground. That is As.I.see.it.
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I will be so happy for the truth to get out, but have to admit it is hard to watch so many people getting weird stuff happening to them.

Anyway I just wanted to pop in and express my gratitude for my hydrogen peroxide and iodine nebulizing. I had some sni}es on Sunday,

last week, (found out two people I had been with got really sick). I nebulized hydrogen peroxide and iodine and voila! Right as rain. I have

two jabbed friends who have been really, really sick for over six weeks now and also an unjabbed friend who may be a victim of shedding

as she is really showing some odd ailments!

One jabbed friend has developed severe allergies and her mouth keeps swelling up like an empty hotdog bun! Now four years in, I stand in

silence and watch the unfolding. I no longer whip out my printed articles or statistics. One can only take being slammed as a whack a

doodle conspiracy pusher for so long. So I stand and I watch as people drop like zies. I would like this part to be over. It is very lonely.
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This effort needs to be extended , and it might already be, to go after Anthony Fauci. He is the one tyrant in all of the C-19 propaganda.

Promoting and lying and manipulating information that he knew would create worldwide deaths.
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Yes, FAUCI KNEW IN EXTRAORDINARY DETAIL’ ABOUT NIH TIES TO CORONAVIRUS RESEARCH AT WUHAN LAB Dr. Anthony Fauci

had been informed by January 2020 that the National Institutes of Health had funded the discovery and study of dozens of novel

coronaviruses at the Wuhan Institute of Virology — including the closest cousin virus to SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes

COVID-19, new records show. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fauci-nih-wuhan-lab-covid-rtk/  (2023).--- FAUCI MISLED

CONGRESS ON PHARMA ROYALTY PAYMENTS TO NIH SCIENTISTS, NEWLY RELEASED DOCUMENTS REVEAL Documents

obtained by OpenTheBooks.com via a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit reveal the names of companies that paid National

Institutes of Health scientists — including Dr. Anthony Fauci — $325 million in third-party royalties between September 2009 and

October 2020.

Fauci previously told Congress the documents could not be released.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-misled-congress-phar..  (2023).--- FAUCI KNEW NIH FUNDED

GAIN-OF-FUNCTION RESEARCH AT WUHAN LAB, PRESSURED Scientists to Push Natural’ COVID Origins, Leaked Messages Reveal

Recently leaked emails and Slack conversations reveal Dr. Anthony Fauci admitted the National Institutes of Health funded

dangerous gain-of-function research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology despite denying it in Senate testimony, and that he colluded

with the “Proximal Origin” authors to push the “natural” COVID-19 origins theory.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fauci-nih-covid-origins-leaked-mes..  (2023).--
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And not a thing will happen to that murderer.
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Health in humans, animals and soil’s is achieved by maintaining a harmonic balance of biology, chemistry and physics. Fruit zies don’t

show up on a banana until it is unOt to eat. Do mosquitoes cause the water to become stagnant? Bacteria only become pathogenic when

are placed in an unhealthy environment as in a healthy environment, they will become synergistic with a beneOcial bacteria. The electrical

signaling happens through the bacteria, correct mineral balance will provide an optimum environment for the beneOcial bacteria. It is the

toxins (EMF, vaccines, graphene oxide, glyphosate) in our body’s environment that are causing the disease not the

Oremen(bacteria,viruses). Again, health is achieved through a harmonic balance of minerals, microbes and frequencies
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Thank you for this update! I must say that I reviewed the 'no virus' information with the intent of disproving it point by point. I could not. To

me, the arguments make a case for the claim that there is no proof viruses exist. This is not necessarily proof that they do not exist, just

that the science has zaws. Then the mechanism of transmission of some diseases becomes paramount. Some of the energetic research

that was developing prior the the allure of the rise of discoveries in chemistry and pharmacology is quite interesting. In more modern

times, the brilliant Rupert Sheldrake, proposes the theory of "Morphic Resonance".

Most compelling and insightful. An anecdotal case for terrain theory is illustrated in the documentary book "The Lost City of The Monkey

Gods" that I was led to read. I could not understand why until the very end of the book. The expedition searched for this mythical city

deep in the jungle of South America where all were exposed to an endless army of insects, snakes, rare diseases and parasites. The

entire party was exposed to Leishmaniasis, a serious parasitic infection that is di[cult to treat.

One person did not contract the disease in spite the clear exposure. Another required the the toxic medical intervention and survived. One

reacted to the medication so badly that he had to stop treatment, but recovered on his own. Still another contracted the disease but fully
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reacted to the medication so badly that he had to stop treatment, but recovered on his own. Still another contracted the disease but fully

recovered without any treatment. The author's conclusion was that a vaccine must be developed to combat the parasite. I see the

imperative question to be, "what is different in the immune systems of those who recovered untreated or did not contract the disease"?

Whatever that is, I want some!
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transparencynow
Joined On 7/31/2012 4:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try researching the lives and work of the 19t century genius, Antoine Bechamp and the nursing revolutionary, Florence Nightingale,

and you may get an answer to your question.
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pth888
Joined On 1/16/2013 10:42:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Josephunger, I am not sure if you are some philosophically & mathematically educated super-scientist, and it would be interesting

to know how exactly you tried to disprove the No Virus theory, and why you couldn’t! Have you tried disproving electron,

mathematical inOnity, or parallel-universe theory? I bet you couldn’t disprove any of those either! How about trying to disprove the

Flat Earth theory to those who wouldn’t want to admit any other science postulates and facts beyond what they can see with their

eyes as they look outside their window? Because that is very much how the Virus Mania “science” operates! The Virus Mania

conclusions are very much like the conclusion of the Monkey God novelist. (See my reply to DiaTrig above.)
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Haltaylor
Joined On 4/30/2010 5:46:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We make a little headway here and there and yet Reiner Fuellmich is in jail!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fuellmich reportedly lost his passport and scheduled a visit to the German embassy in Tijuana. When he arrived, German o[cials

were ready and waiting for him, along with a full 30-page document of his charges, which so far has not been publicly revealed.

"When he entered the embassy on Friday, there were six men waiting to arrest him," explains Leo Hohmann on his blog. "The

charges, as his lawyer Dagmar Shoen discovered when she received the o[cial documents, were 30 pages long, so it was

something carefully planned and executed. The charges are related to the accusations of Viviane Fischer, a former member of

Fuellmich's team at the Committee Corona, which accused him of Onancial irregularities." Three different people signed the

charges against Reiner, which is strange considering that the money in question is currently (or at least was) in the bank account

of one of these three.

Speaking in support of Fuellmich, Emanuel Pastreich, former president of the Asia Institute, wrote that the general public needs to

take a stand not only for Fuellmich but for thousands of people like him who "oppose efforts to convert governments in the

puppets of the corporations, the international banks and the billionaire class, the parasitic class, that hides behind them.

leohohmann.com/2023/10/16/international-lawyer-and-freedom-advocate-re..

 (10/2023).------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Below

are updates from Dr Reiner Fuelmich himself, and although there were videos they are in German (some links provided) however,

the translated transcripts were provided. The Truth“ Personal statement by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich

expose-news.com/2024/01/26/attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-sitting-in-pri..  (01/16/2024)
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tend to think that Reiner Fuellmich and his wife's passports were stolen just to put him in the position to easily arrest him.
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Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason vaccine harm causation cannot be proven is insidious industry genius.  What I want to know is how vaccines become

approved for use without true placebo testing.
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Bumble01
Joined On 8/3/2021 10:05:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I appreciate what Del Bigtree says about whether viruses exist. Not having much scientiOc understanding means I wouldn't be able to say

if they do or don't but the point he makes that he is beating every one of the medical establishment's claims using their own framework

seems crucial. It is reassuring that there wasn't any graphene found in the vials and hopefully that was the case for all batches. However,

I think it will be important in the future that this material is rigorously and independently tested for safety given the biomedical purposes

it is being proposed for. I noticed this article recently about inhaled graphene being tested. Overall, they found it to be safe but it did

cause some alterations to how the blood clots which sounds ominous.

www.independent.co.uk/tech/graphene-wonder-material-health-experiment-..
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John_Mind_Matter
Joined On 5/4/2021 3:48:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Del Bigtree said: "They really grappled with the pursuit of happiness." I suggest using the pursuit of wholeness. We each need to work on

making our own complexes in our unconscious conscious. We each need to recognize Orst that we have a shadow that only we can

address.
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chicken6
Joined On 5/19/2023 5:38:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well i am very pleased about the exemption win in Mississippi. Today we heard Russell Brand say that we in France are having another

poke in the eye against our rights. Macron announced today that we can face 3 years in prison or 45,000 euro One for 'speaking out'

against MRNA vaccines!!!!!
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Joined On 1/6/2010 10:50:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank  you thank  you
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Hey_Mom
Joined On 6/7/2007 8:32:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks like ICAN needs to conduct a pre-emptive campaign regarding health freedom in Minnesota based on this article:

alphanews.org/dems-seek-to-eliminate-belief-based-vax-exemptions-for-f..
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The hypothetical game can be a bit like philosophy “interesting dinner conversations” but with little practical application. So, if you

believe it then “live it out” as they say as this has turned into a faith question. Live it out will force you to make observations and

measurements and whether you really do believe it or just like having interesting dinner conversations.
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Joined On 3/12/2010 2:53:28 AM
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BrianAllen1: Thank you for the information.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are quite welcome. If everyone learned the truth and lived their lives accordingly, we would have a totally different world. It is

worth the effort to acquire this knowledge.
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hopemore
Joined On 3/6/2007 10:16:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Inspiring conversation gentlemen. Del and Dr. M brought added joy to my day.
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19861986
Joined On 2/10/2011 8:59:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know where Joy came from! I watched a video of a family who traveled to buy the last sibling of Joy and they mentioned that Dr Mercola

had bought a dog from them. Yay for Joy!
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Joined On 7/29/2009 10:56:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Man, I just want to get in on a big Mercola-Bigtree bear hug!
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Greebo
Joined On 8/10/2020 12:14:17 PM
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When censorship is permitted, there must be a person or group who DICTATES what is allowed. THE PEOPLE ARE NO LONGER IN

CHARGE OF THEIR LIVES AND THEIR NATION when THEY are not in charge of this! Controlling what people can hear & say is the Orst, &

MAIN, step in a totalitarian dictatorship. The people are stripped of their rights to publicly point out government overreach, misconduct,

and even government atrocities. They are no longer free to publicly object to the hijacking of THEIR government OF & FOR the people into

a government OVER the people. The creeping censorship and heavily REDACTED "disclosures" which are, in fact, ludicrous shams that

only mock our attempts to monitor "our" government, are huge Red Flags that our government is in transition into one that is OVER the

people and will soon own them like cattle who have no voice in their governing.

The ability to disqualify our physicians must be limited to reasons that are backed by ScientiOc Method, as opposed to Political Science

(the science of manipulating the masses), otherwise physicians will be relegated to minions of a tyrannical dictatorship, who can be

USED to remove citizens LABELED, by government without proof, as enemies. When government dictates what treatments the citizens

are allowed, it can decide who lives & who dies. Such a government is obviously democidal.
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Joined On 9/8/2022 10:49:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-----BEGIN PART 3 of 3 for this comment-----Boys and men should look away during this documentary; guarding your eyes is important.

It's called BlueTruth. A Mexican doctor and international colleague do a small experiment showing that recipients of the new injections

(and also nasal swabs) transmit a WiFi signal for a short period of time after separation from their smart phones. And Onally, what about

the sin theory of dictatorship? I am impressed by the great work ICAN has done but it is not enough in and of itself to turn the tide. The

combination of their work with all other health freedom activism is also not enough.

If germ theory opponents are to adopt the most truthful theory, it would be the sin theory: people get sick and nations get dictatorships

because of turning away from G-d. But as the Sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe proclaimed repeatedly: “Immediately to repentance, immediately

to Redemption!” Every direction one turns, a lack of freedom is obvious. What happens when our activism efforts are free to be

successful since mankind is no longer sinning? We get out of our own way so we win!

You could pretend there is no Heavenly Court ultimately responsible for the FCC regulation that says health can't be used as a reason to

stop a cell tower. The sins of mankind are directly responsible for the fact that G-d must surely see us as hypocrites and is giving us

unjust courts and unjust bureaucracies. A small example: An anti-5G activist these days would say: “Oh, please, Big Wireless, don't give

us 5G. Not in my backyard. Well, looks like my cell phone bill is due.” A Noahide, John-----END PART 3 of 3 for this comment-----
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InsultingConsulting
Joined On 9/8/2022 10:49:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-----BEGIN PART 2 of 3 for this comment-----I suddenly got ~30 cavities around 4 or 5 years ago. Thank G-d, WAPF's information helped

me avoid having even a single Olling by stopping and even reversing tooth decay! We owe them at least signiOcant consideration of their

book speciOcally on “coronavirus” and on exosomes instead of virus theory. It seems that usually whenever germ theory opponents are

mentioned, this short and compelling book (the best evidence for their case) is not mentioned. Have some other “germ theory

opponents” out there been sent on a mission to introduce us to the concepts and terminology in a way that won't make sense in an effort

to 'vaccinate' us against a true idea so we'll never again investigate it?

Dr. Mercola wrote a book on EMR. Has he also read the encyclopedic but riveting The Invisible Rainbow by Arthur Firstenberg? The

Contagion Myth draws heavily on The Invisible Rainbow and both books show *proof* with data from U.S. Public Health Service that the

Spanish Flu was a noncontagious illness. Mr. Firstenberg's piece of advice: Throw away the cell phone! Thank G-d, I got rid of mine about

7or 8 years ago long after I found out about the DNA damage and reproductive harm.

I wish I had acted sooner. I don't miss it! Just the opposite. The fact is that if the new breathing illness is caused by 5G, the only solution

is what I call The Big Boycott: The End of the Wireless Age. That boycott is much scarier than a weapons lab because it requires man to

give up the convenience of having the internet in his pocket right next to the reproductive organs. Those who pay cell phone bills pay for

the towers and the wireless internet satellites.-----END PART 2 of 3 for this comment-----
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Motowner
Joined On 2/16/2022 6:41:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wept when Dr. Mercola wept. Thank you Dr. Joe for your humanity. And thank you and Del for your commitments to our health and

well-being. The world is a better place with both of you in it!
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traderjoe9
Joined On 2/25/2013 7:46:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the great interview and all the great information.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I call upon the world to enact biological warfare war crime tribunals. International war crimes tribunals are courts of law established to try

individuals accused of war crimes and crimes against humanity.
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pth888
Joined On 1/16/2013 10:42:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ronald_H, absolutely agree! The top cabal criminals must eventually be brought to justice at the International Court of Justice in

Hague. I am not a lawyer so I don’t understand all the cryptic legalize on their website about their mandate, how to Ole cases, what

cases are allowed, what evidence is needed, etc. — https://www.icj-cij.org/home  . — Perhaps Del could discuss this in an

upcoming episode with Aaron Siri and explain it to us! I hope it is possible, otherwise this whole pompous International Tribunal

would be useless.
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ramsey.22
Joined On 10/31/2011 8:40:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Firstly, I love what ICAN is doing! I’m glad you are talking about glycogen and the brain. I Orst read about that from Anthony William. I

think we don’t need to be increasing our stress hormones & think we need the antioxidants from fruits & veg to heal & detoxify.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Won't hold my breath for the real truth to come out but praying everyday it happens.
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]m100
Joined On 2/28/2017 6:11:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meanwhile, in France the government is attempting to pass legislation to make it illegal to criticise mrna covid

jabs...bnnbreaking.com/politics/frances-proposed-law-criminalizing-criticism-..
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rgi7822
Joined On 11/6/2021 10:36:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola I found ICAN ( and am a monthly contributor) shortly after I found you about 3 years ago (and am a member of the Censored

Library) and so enjoyed the wonderful podcast and we are truly BLESSED having both of you!!! Rick
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Elserand
Joined On 5/4/2011 7:23:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola you are the BEST. My husband of 57 years, have come down with prostate cancer. Here is the healthiest 82 year young man,

you could hope to meet. He is supposed to have to pet scans, as the 2 cancers that was found after biopsy, was very questionable. We

want to say STOP wright here. Live in an rv, in n. California. After listening to you , we feel guided to meet with you. Can that happen. You

have been our hero, forever. We feel guided to head for Florida.
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lit6913
Joined On 6/4/2016 7:26:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was exposed to shadding and have symptoms. How can I help myself to heal
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Treatment and prevention protocols covid19criticalcare.com/treatment-protocols
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david m_1
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:03:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lit6913, there are several powerful ways to clear this crap out of your body. 1. Take proteolytic enzymes on an empty stomach.

Lumbrokinase, nattokinase, and serrepeptase are good ones and will clear the spike proteins out of your body when taken on an

empty stomach . 2. Take C60 fullerenes. 3. Utilize autophagy. Autophagy will chew up the spike proteins. 4. NAC There are also

good natural protocols online that you can Ond and the treatment protocols mentioned by Maritt are also good. So you have a LOT

of options :)! Best of luck!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really enjoyed the discussion between two Rock Star Disciples, that shine on me a well lived life.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I started to write a book in 2019. It was the dawning of the .Gov menacing screwups and more than that the wretched excess of the

"Horrors of a LOCKDOWN theory" Exercised be Media message BOMBARDMENT. On too many occasions I've had young people say "I

HAVE NO SOCIAL LIFE"! Yet all the battery powered portable devices insist that you do. (facebook/tik tok/whats up/Etc) The name of my

Book was and still is SOCIAL LIFE EXTINCTION. A Global Crisis Blueprinted. My motivation was anger. What in the Hell is going on behind

the curtains is Stealth of Evils. We avoided a permanent system of .GOV jail keeping tactics.

But the duration was long enough for the .COM bean counters to ring all the Data needed to improve and embellish future ones. If you had

the chance to view an hour with Mike Benz on the Tucker Carlson podcast on X the name of my book that I can say will be impossible for

me to complete is the Onest description example. You are destined to live in an extreeeeemly controlled bubble of digital overlord slavery

you must earn merits to exist in. You will have "0" friends if the Cameras have any say to what is permitted to say or think about.

Attempting to write a book about topics that shape shift faster than ink dries on white paper in futile.
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nan6449
Joined On 11/11/2018 10:26:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love Del Bigtree!
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Adeleeleda
Joined On 2/23/2010 11:05:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The next Plandemic will be overseen by WHO. Our sovereignty will be lost to these criminals as governments will/have sign(ed) to usurp

laws and rights. With mandates and digital ID it will be more di[cult to resist but resist we must.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and vote for Trump, he isn't part of the system. Thank you Doc Mercola and team, keeping us informed!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, Trump's not part of the system. That is why as soon as he got kicked out, he traveled the country urging everyone to get
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jabbed. NOBODY rises to a place of power without being bought and sold many times over.  You may choose to vote for the lesser

of evils, however, he is certainly not your savior.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/18/2024 7:04:35 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Trump was tricked like 70% of the population. So much information was being held back from him. He didn't do independent

research.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/18/2024 7:10:54 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, but the main thing is to vote "Secretary" Biden and his ilk out of o[ce.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/18/2024 9:39:25 AM
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shangrila114
Joined On 1/15/2013 3:41:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Del Bigtree & Aaron Siri may lead the way for the US. My concern is the WHO. Who will stop Tedros and his godfather from seeking to

destroy the rest of humanity?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/18/2024 12:34:38 AM
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hoplitex
Joined On 2/17/2023 7:36:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regardless of what anyone else does, it's up to each individual to not let these nutters "destroy the rest of humanity". Each of us

has to be ready to die for what we believe. Tedros "Pigpen all grown up now" Ghebreyesus and Bill "what Kermit sounded like

before his voice changed" Gates are not the boss of you nor the boss of me. We each get a one-way ticket from birth to death, and

none of us has the right to control anyone else. *** 'em if they can't take a joke. They're nuts. They're cowards. No one loved them

as children, and no one would pretend to like them now if they didn't have money. They know that, which is why they're assholes,

and we need to call 'em on it every chance we get. Martin Luther says, “The best way to drive out the devil, if he will not yield to

texts of Scripture, is to jeer and zout him, for he cannot bear scorn.” St. Thomas More writes, “The devil that proud spirit cannot

endure to be mocked.” :9

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/18/2024 4:18:57 AM
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hoplitex, exactly, this idea of us as battery hens waiting on the farmer or what is now, waiting on the 'heroes' to save us is nuts and

what got us here in the Orst place. We have to rely on ourselves and help others to understand and then enable them to do that.

Often it's an uphill struggle because too many are basically intellectually lazy, they want some million/billionaire/trillionaire,

celebrity puppet to do it for them. It's like asking the fox to guard the chicken coop, he may not eat you outright but he will

obfuscate the issue, which is: that the only person you can rely on to get you out of this is you and by using the brains we were

given before state indoctrination/education dumbed us down.
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shangrila114
Joined On 1/15/2013 3:41:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh dear I seem to have caused a misunderstanding by being perhaps somewhat too terse with my wording. I was merely trying to

highlight the irony of the imminent peril humanity at large face at the hands of Mr. Kermit-sound-alike and his evil-looking sidekick,

Mr. Kermit-look-alike (without terms of endearment of course), by juxtaposing the seeming absence of credible leadership in

citizen action on a global level with the relative "abundance" of the same on a local level within the home of the free, the land of the

brave. The closest us "citizens of the world" came to this ideal of global action it seems to me was via the Orm of Fuelmich and

Fischer before their acrimonious parting.

Even then, it seemed to me that Fuelmich had already distanced himself from the notion of a global rallying point to counter the

WHO, declaring in effect that it would be up to each polity in the world at-large to answer the call to arms, and that he could but

only point the way (if I am not mistaken but correct me if I am). Fair enough. And yet ... ... try telling this to the Surinamers, the Sri

Lankans or the Solomon Islanders. They have not much in the way of resources to spare for this, the reason they appear not to be

immediate globalist targets the way US, the UK and the EU countries are.

And yet, I digress ... The key point to my mind is that the US has the advantage of being a singular polity independent of external

inzuence-peddling composed of a community of multiple polities, the 52 states, all seemingly internally independent. History

aside, this alone would, in my own view, permit her to be the home of the free. Contrast this with any other country. The differences

are clear. Most nation polities are hardly externally or internally independent. Case in point: India ... perhaps the most US look-alike

dependent country in the world. (cont.)
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shangrila114
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And so, how then is all this relevant at the individual level? Citizen action is premised on freedom. There can be no action where

there is no freedom. And there is no freedom without true independence. Arguably, the US gained its legitimate (true)

independence after 1812-15. Nothing in the world to compare with this (i.e., two wars of independence). The culture of

independence and freedom runs two centuries deep. More importantly, it had to be earned as it were honed into collective

consciousness on the anvil of war and handed down generations. Contrast this with the rest of the world. Most nation polities that

are so-called “independent” and “free” are really neither.

You don’t quite become independent and free overnight on a platter as it were. You can’t truly value independence and freedom if

you didn’t have to earn it with great strife and grief, and then get to maintain it for centuries. You just can’t possibly “know” what

they must really mean. And so, where’s all the proof? I have tried speaking with people right across the world (yes, I am a citizen of

three countries, north-south, west-east, and smack in the centre as well), and all I get are mostly polite, expressionless nods of

assent. (They know I am a retired academic else I’d imagine I’d be dismissed summarily). It’s not that most folks are not able to

accept what you say it’s that they have more compelling causes to address in their daily grind to ponder much further the

subtleties of independence and freedom, much less act on these.

I hope I have made myself clearer now whether you may agree with any of this or not. Sometimes I post things on impulse while

being very much on the hop. The result could be cryptic. And so to my thesis the world out there needs a Bigtree and a Siri.

Fuelmich and Fischer showed promise but no more I’d think. Sucharit Bhakdhi and David Martin may Ot the bill. It won’t be easy to

Ond candidates at the nation level for reasons that must now be clear.
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I thought that the eminent virologist and immunologist Del Bigtree almost bled to death from a hemorrhoid because he was too busy

worrying about blood transfusions from people who may have been vaccinated.
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collard444leaf
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Seems to me the opposite of opting out for a medical reason is opting out for a non medical reason. Just say, “No.”
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Joined On 5/13/2022 7:06:35 AM
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Imagine thinking you need any kind of exemption for another person to inject you with a syringe full of poison with one of the

1000s of direct effects being death! It’s in their documents. I know quite a few people regretting their jab decision! Throat

paralysis, cancer, strokes, transverse myelitis, bladder not functioning, lesions all over a persons body! Bosses friend had lesions

break out all over his body less than 24hrs post jab. The cdc even showed up. Probably to pat him on the back for participating in

his own euthanasia. Had his own plumbing business but decided to get a job with the city.

They mandated it! He should have just quit and went back to being a plumber. He’s around 500k in medical bills from a so called

free jab! Not one human being should have taken this concoction on the liability shield alone. I have very rich clients who are now

jab injured. She tells me and you can’t sue. No ***! You probably should have looked into that before the syringe sauce! Things will

deOnitely get interesting when the next plandemic hits and the syringe poison will be mandatory or by force. You know to save

grandma and keep everyone safe!
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